ASNR 61st Annual Meeting and 2023 Foundation of the ASNR Symposium

Call for Abstracts

Join us April 29-May 3, 2023, in Chicago to present the best scientific research in neuroradiology. ASNR23 will be held at the Sheraton Grand Chicago and virtually.

ABSTRACT SUBMISSIONS:
Deadline: Tuesday, November 1, 2022 (11:59 PM EST)
Submit at https://bit.ly/3PsTO19

Acceptance notifications will be sent on or before January 17, 2023, upon conclusion of peer review.

ABSTRACT SUBMISSION INFORMATION
• By submitting an abstract, you agree that the presenting author will register for the meeting at their own expense. Oral abstract presenters must register and attend in-person. ePosters/Educational Exhibits presenters may register for the virtual or in-person meeting format.
• ASNR requires disclosure from all persons in control of content, including all authors on abstracts. When added to an abstract, all co-authors on your submission will be notified to log-in and complete their own disclosure form. Once all co-authors have submitted disclosure, you will be able to finalize your submission. You will not be able to finalize your submission until all authors and co-authors have completed their disclosure forms. If any disclosures cannot be submitted by the deadline, remove authors with missing disclosures and submit the abstract. Authors may be added after submission if disclosure is completed. Email education@asnr.org to add authors after the submission deadline.
• Maximum length, not including spaces, title, authors, or image: 2,500 characters (combined from all text fields).

ASNR23: TRANSFORMING THE FUTURE OF NEURORADIOLOGY
ABSTRACT SUBMISSION INFORMATION (cont.)

- The submission site allows uploading of a single JPG file with each submission. Only one graphic file may be submitted with each abstract. This single JPG can contain multiple images, graphics, and tables.
- At least one reference is required, and up to five references may be included. References should be formatted according to AJNR author instructions.
- DO NOT SUBMIT DUPLICATE ABSTRACTS IN MULTIPLE CATEGORIES OR SUBMISSION TYPES.
- Changes can be made to submitted abstracts until the deadline.
- ASNRC encourages presenters to submit manuscripts based on their work to the American Journal of Neuroradiology or Neurographics before considering other journals.

Available awards include:

**The Cornelius G. Dyke Memorial Award** recognizes excellence in a paper that represents original, unpublished research in neuroradiology. IMPORTANT: Qualifying abstracts will be required to submit a full manuscript in January 2023 for final award selection; qualifying abstracts will be noted in acceptance notifications. More information is available at ASNR.org/cornelius-g-dyke-award.

**The David M. Yousem Research Fellow Award** offsets travel expenses to the ASNR Annual Meeting (up to $2,000) for eligible Research Fellows who are engaged in research efforts more than 75 percent of their time. Questions to determine eligibility are asked in the abstract submission form. Winner(s) will be notified in early 2023. More information is available at ASNR.org/david-yousem-fellow-award.

**Outstanding Presentation Awards** recognize the best oral presentations that occur during the ASNR Annual Meeting. More information is available at ASNR.org/outstanding-presentation-awards.

**Educational Exhibit Awards** recognize the best visually oriented educational displays that are presented during the ASNR Annual Meeting. More information is available at ASNR.org/asnr-educational-exhibit-awards.

ABSTRACT SUBMISSION FORMATS

**SCIENTIFIC ORAL PRESENTATION** – in person presenter attendance required
- 5-minute presentation plus shared discussion that summarizes details of original research.
- Required abstract format: Purpose, Materials and Methods, Results, Conclusion.

**ELECTRONIC SCIENTIFIC POSTER** – in person OR virtual presenter attendance required
- Visual presentation summarizing details of original research.
- Required abstract format: Purpose, Materials and Methods, Results, Conclusion.
- New in 2023! Live presentation time for select abstracts only. If selected, information will be sent with acceptance notifications; all other posters are electronic files only.

**ELECTRONIC EXCERPTA POSTER** – in person OR virtual presenter attendance required
- Visual presentation summarizing details of original research.
- Required abstract format: Clinical History, Imaging Findings, Discussion, Teaching Point.

**ELECTRONIC EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT** – in person OR virtual presenter attendance required
- Visual presentation highlighting the unique didactic advantages of the computer format and focus on its interactive potential.
- Required abstract format: Summary and Educational Objectives. Consider use of Purpose, Materials and Methods, or Results and Conclusion when appropriate.
- New in 2023! Live presentation time for select abstracts only. If selected, information will be sent with acceptance notifications; all other posters are electronic files only.

Questions? Contact the ASNR Education Department at education@asnr.org.